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HE great variety of new particles which cosmicray experiments have revealed in the last few years invites attempts to search for some unifying principle. %e should like to put forward here a hypothesis which we are not able to work out in its complete form, but which we have found useful in correlating many phenomena. Ke shall start from some of the general ideas of Nambu, Oneda, Pais, and others' on pair production of V particles and make a number of tentative but speci6c assumptions. We And in this way that the fairly well-established experimental data are consistent with the following scheme which is designed to unify our knowledge of the "new unstable particles" in terms of only one "new" particle.
ASSUMPTIONS
(1) We shall assume that besides the z mesons there exists one other particle, fundamental in, nucleonnucleon interactions, which we shall call here the g meson. %e shall assume that this is the particle which has sometimes been called phenomenologically V2' or V4', and which decays into two x mesons t)~++a +210 Mev. Rev. 90, 1126 Rev. 90, (1953 .
"York, Leighton, and Bjornerud, Phys. Rev. 90, 167 (1953) . This Q value may be a lower limit (see note added in proof, at end of paper). 5 Pote added As proof. -A very general discussion of selection rules for elementary particle decay has been recently given by L. Michel (private communication). 6 The ratio 1:2 for the decay rates A:8 arises from the fact that when two T = 1 states are combined to form a T = 0 state the states (T,=1)(T, = -1), (T, = -1)(T,=+1), (T,=O)(T, =O) occur with equal weights. If g were a T = 1 particle the decay into two m 's would be forbidden, since in the resolution of the wave function of a T=1 particle into T=1 states, the state (T,=O) X(T =0) appears with zero weight. LSee also A. Pais and R. Jost, Phys. Rev. 81, 871 (1952 :s. ++s'1~1 -2 Mev, Vs' +r++s.++~6-0 Mev, and others, especially a charged V particle, with a Q value higher than that which we have assumed here for a VI+. A further dHBculty for the scheme presented here is the apparent rarity of V~0+ M. Danysz and J. Pniewski, Phil. Mag. 44, 348 (1953) ; Tidman, Davis, Herz, and Tennent, Phil. Mag. 44, 350 (1953);  J. Crussard and D. Morellet, Compt. rend. 236, 64 {1953) .
'3 Evidence which can tentatively be interpreted in this manner has been found by Fowler, Shutt, Thorndike, and Whittemore, Phys. Rev. 91, 1287 Rev. 91, (1953 .
'4 See Report of Third Rochester Conference on High Energy Nuclear Physics, 1952 (Interscience Publishers, New York, 1953 (1953) j, evidence for a charged particle heavier than a proton and decaying with a Q 130 Mev is quoted. Should this particle turn out to be the charged counterpart of the V~' particle, such a surprisingly large "charge dependence" of the Q value might help explain the apparent asymmetry in the relative production rate of V~+ and Vi'. -At the Cosmic Ray Congress the symbol 8' was suggested for the particle which we have here called q.
"If the, existence of connected stars were explained by the presence inside a nucleus, of some particle other than a U1 (or VI+), it would be surprising if that particle were not also found bound to single nucleons, thus giving rise to other kinds of V'+ particles decaying into nucleons, for which there is at present no definite evidence.
